Monte Carlo versus molecular dynamics simulations in heterogeneous systems: an application to the n-pentane liquid-vapor interface.
The Monte Carlo (MC) and molecular dynamics (MD) methodologies are now well established for computing equilibrium properties in homogeneous fluids. This is not yet the case for the direct simulation of two-phase systems, which exhibit nonuniformity of the density distribution across the interface. We have performed direct MC and MD simulations of the liquid-gas interface of n-pentane using a standard force-field model. We obtained density and pressure components profiles along the direction normal to the interface that can be very different, depending on the truncation and long range correction strategies. We discuss the influence on predicted properties of different potential truncation schemes implemented in both MC and MD simulations. We show that the MD and MC profiles can be made in agreement by using a Lennard-Jones potential truncated via a polynomial function that makes the first and second derivatives of the potential continuous at the cutoff distance. In this case however, the predicted thermodynamic properties (phase envelope, surface tension) deviate from experiments, because of the changes made in the potential. A further readjustment of the potential parameters is needed if one wants to use this method. We conclude that a straightforward use of bulk phase force fields in MD simulations may lead to some physical inconsistencies when computing interfacial properties.